
   

 
 

 
 

Join Us for the October  Speaker Meeting at Valle Verde: 

A Brief Tour of the Minor Bodies in the Solar System  
Dr. Joey Chatelain  

 
It's an exciting time for anyone interested in the little 
things scattered about the Solar System.  The formation 
of our Solar System was messy and left a great deal of 
debris orbiting the Sun that never made it into 
planets.  Since 1801 we have been categorizing, studying, 
and recently, visiting these minor bodies in hopes of 
better understanding how the Solar System formed and 
what it's made of.  Additionally, there are many recent 
and upcoming space missions to minor bodies 
throughout the Solar System that provide unprecedented 
looks at these (relatively) small objects.  In this talk we'll 
discuss what's out there between the planets, the 
spacecraft currently being used to find out, and why, 
when it comes to asteroids, we definitely should sweat 
the small stuff!  
 
Our Speaker: Joey Chatelain grew up in Baton Rouge 
Louisiana where he got a Bachelor's degree in Physics and 
Latin at Louisiana State University.  He got his Ph.D. in 
Astronomy from Georgia State University while working at Northern Arizona University and Lowell 
Observatory before moving onto his current position as a postdoctoral fellow at Las Cumbres 
Observatory here in Santa Barbara.  He studies minor bodies of the Solar System with a particular focus 
on Near Earth Objects and Jupiter Trojans.  
 

When:  Saturday, October 19, 2019 
Where:  Valle Verde. 900 Calle De Los Amigos, Santa Barbara, CA. 
Parking: Please park at Veronica Springs Church, 949 Veronica Springs Road.  Free shuttle to and from 
meeting.  No parking at Valle Verde (except for handicapped parking). Shuttle driver has a dedicated 
cellphone: 805-679-3660   
Time:  Doors open at 2:30 pm. Program begins promptly at 3:00 pm 
Meeting Donation:  $2 members, $5 non-members.  Students with ID are free.   
========================================================================== 
After Meeting Plated Dinner: Join us for dinner at Valle Verde, for a special plated dinner, $20 per 
person.  The dinner includes wine, salad, vegetable and chef’s choice of entrée, to be announced soon.  
We are required to provide a firm count for dinner, therefore please RSVP to Nan Cisney at 
cisneynan@gmail.com by noon Wednesday with your main course selection,  October 16  if you 
plan to join us for dinner.   
Parking lot shuttle also available after dinner.   
For More Info: Call 805-769-4772 
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The (non)-President’s Column 
By Diane Krohn 

 
Note: President Judy Flattery is traveling on an 
amazing trip to Central Asia.  This region 
consists of the former Soviet republics of 
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan 
and Turkmenistan. In lieu of an excellent column 
by Judy, this column will instead feature lyrics 
from a song from musician, Ray Troll, who 
makes music about scientific subjects.  One of his 
DVD’s is Dancing to the Fossil Record.   The lyrics 
to this song is an appropriate tie-in to our 
September talk by Nikki Chambers.  
 

Chain of Being 
Lyrics by R.A. Wodehouse 

 
Humans are part of the African apes.  
They’re part of the tailess African great apes. 
They’re part of the Old World monkeys, 
likewise, they are part of monkeys in general, 
and part of primates, and primates, together 
with bats and dermopterans are one group 
within the therian or placental mammals.  
 
Placental mammals are one kind of therian 
mammals, and the therian mammals are one 
kind of mammal, and then the mammals 
themselves are one kind of cynodot, and 
cynodots are one kind of therapsids, and the 
therapsids are one kind of synapsid. 
 
And the synapsids, one kind of amniote, 
amniotes one kind of tetrapod, tetrapods one 
kind of sarcopterygian, a sarcopod, a lobefin.  
 
So then, you get down to the lobefins are one 
kind of vertebrate with lungs, and the 
vertebrates with lungs are one kind of 
vertebrates who have jaws.  
 
Vertebrates with jaws are one kind of group that 
are vertebrates with paired appendages, that is, 
they have limbs or fins, whatever the case may 
be, and then you are one part of the vertebrates 

that has a head with organs of special sense, like 
eyes and nose and ears. 
 

 
And on you go down to then we are part of the 
deuterostomes.  We are animals that use 
hydroxyapatite in our skeleton—we’re related 
to starfish, for god’s sake, at that level! -and then 
you go on down to where we’re not only 
deuterostomes, but we’re a worm that has a 
body within a body, so you can contract muscles 
without squeezing your heart or guts.  It’s one 
sack inside of another.  Great trick invented 
when we were all some sort of worm.  
 
Then you do down to where we were a 
bacterium with a nucleus in it, and we were a 
bacterium without a nucleus in it, and then we 
ultimately come from some bacteria that lived in 
super-heated vents. You know, next to 
volcanoes or in mid-ocean ridges off in the 
ocean.  
 
So there’s a continuous chain of being that 
connects us back to the origin of life and to all 
other living things today.  
 
https://www.trollart.com/music/albums/ 
 

https://www.trollart.com/music/albums/
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September Presentation: 
Nikki Chambers: Teachers Helping 

Teachers with Evolution - 
How Richard Dawkins Made it 

Happen 
By Robert Bernstein 

Photos by Robert Bernstein 

 

 
Nikki Chambers took the train up to Santa 
Barbara from Torrance to tell us about the 
challenges and joys of teaching evolution in the 
schools. She wears many hats. 
 
She teaches high school honors biology. She 
helps other teachers teach. She is a woman of 
science.  Evolution is her passion, but not just 
biological evolution. She also studies 
astrobiology. 
 
Evolution is the greatest story there is, in her 
view. She asks for a show of hands and finds that 
at least half in the audience have been teachers 
at some time. Some in the audience have had 
science careers and there is some overlap. 
 
Chambers’ daughter is an author and her 
husband is a mechanical engineer. Her daughter 
majored in theater and immediately got a paying 
job with a view of San Francisco Bay! Her son 
studied science and is still living at home. 

How does it feel to be a teacher? She loves it. She 
is in a community without gangs or metal 
detectors. The students are enthusiastic. The 
families are intact and advocate for education. 
She delights in unlocking the wonders of the 
universe for her students. 
 
Some come to her class thinking they hated 
science. They realize they just hated how it had 
been taught. She is not just teaching a body of 
knowledge. She is teaching a way of thinking. 
With evolution, she is teaching about CHANGE. 

 
The day before her talk was a big day regarding 
change—climate change. The climate strike had 
begun around the world. She slipped out to be a 
part of it, though she did arrange for a substitute 
teacher for her class. 
 
Instead of going downtown she wanted to take 
the kids outside. She does not see herself as a 
social activist. 
 
There were unexpected roadblocks. Her school 
community resists conflict and resists thinking 
outside the box. They see themselves as a good 
school that does not need innovation or social 
agitation. She got pushback. 
 
One administrator who has not had enough 
science told her of the climate crisis, "Teach the 
controversy." Those who know the history of 
corporate lobbying know that this is was the 

Nikki Chambers.   
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basis of the tobacco industry strategy and was 
then used by the fossil fuel industry.  
Fortunately, teaching about the climate crisis is 
part of the official teaching standards. "We are 
going to do this." 
 
There are 2300 students in the school; 1800 
were outside for the occasion. Some neighbors 
called the police claiming it was too loud. Really? 
Louder than Friday night football? Obviously, 
there was another motive. 
 
Chambers is on the textbook committee for the 
school. She said that the current biology 
textbook is 17 years old and is missing much of 
modern biology science and technology. She has 
not used that textbook for ten years because she 
said it misrepresents current understanding of 
life. 
 
Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Earth Science 
are taught in high school. Some of this is quite 
static. Newtonian mechanics and the periodic 
table haven't changed much. 
 
It is a challenge to pick textbooks because there 
is always a contingent that wants to omit certain 
subjects; for example, gender fluidity or 
vaccines. Change makes people uncomfortable. 
 
At the climate rally, someone drove by with 
thumbs down. She would like to talk to that guy 
and find out what bothers him about this. 
Another guy made a worse gesture. She 
encouraged the students to wave back with all 
five fingers. 
 
The science of climate change is pretty easy to 
understand. It is not partisan. CO2 is not 
Democrat or Republican. 
 
Students are often confused about what they are 
"supposed" to believe. They hear different 
things at home, school and church. And this is 
not just in the Bible Belt. Some students are 
defiant about learning evolution.  A top student 
in her class explained evolution perfectly, then 

added that, "This is empty knowledge and I don't 
believe a word of it." 
 
One challenge is the colloquial meaning of 
"theory" undermines the solid basis of the 
"theory of evolution.”  Evolutionary biologist 
Theodosius Dobzhansky wrote an essay, 
Nothing in Biology Makes Sense Except in the 
Light of Evolution.  We actually understand 
evolution better than we understand the 
mechanism underlying gravity. 

 
Chambers cited these Court precedents on 
teaching evolution: 
1968:  Epperson v. Arkansas 
1975:  Daniel v. Waters 
1987:  Edwards v. Aguillard 
2005:  Kitzmiller v. Dover 

 
Science is silent on a range of issues: What is 
beauty? What is our purpose? These are 
important issues, but not part of science. 
Evolution is part of science. 
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Where are we today? She presented a cartoon 
mocking the idea of "Teach both theories… let 
the kids decide.” 

 
Astrology claims that the position of the stars at 
the time of your birth affects you for the rest of 
your life. Chambers had her students calculate 
the force of any of the stars and compare that 
with the gravitational force of the obstetrician 
who delivered you. The latter is bigger. 
 
Chambers cited a poll that 61.7% of Americans 
think creationism should be taught in the 
schools. This is very different than in other 
industrialized countries. 
 
This is very exhausting for teachers:  31% felt 
pressured to teach creationism; and 13-16% of 
high school teachers believe that God created all 
life 6,000 years ago.    One Alabama educator 
said that some students were told that they 
would go to hell just for listening to ideas of 
evolution. 
 
A "cautious middle" simply avoided teaching the 
subject. In California, the teachers have 24 
teaching goals to achieve in eight months. It is 
impossible to do all of them. It is easy to leave 
out evolution. 
 
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) are 
an attempt to fix the problem of the US falling 

behind the rest of the world on science 
education. A diverse committee is working on 
this. Chambers thinks this is the best thing ever 
for science teaching. It may take 30 years and it 
may not succeed. 
 
In her day, you picked a major based on your 
intended career. That makes no sense now as 
many careers don't yet exist. Is there a solution? 
Start with better education for the teachers! 
 
She believes evolution education is essential to 
understand biology. Richard Dawkins launched 
Teacher Institute for Evolutionary Science 
(TIES) which aims to help. Start by requiring all 
teachers to complete a course in evolution. 
 
She once had to teach a course in meteorology 
and geology with no prior background. She was 
able to stay just a few days ahead of the students 
because she had the resources to do so. TIES 
provides those resources for evolution. 
 
Chambers showed us one set of science teaching 
requirements. There are 1100 pages of 
requirements. Students used to just have to 
memorize things. Now they have to understand 
them. She likes the standards, but they can be 
overwhelming. 
 
TIES starts with explaining the meaning of 
"theory" as in "theory of evolution.” They apply 
the theory to practical issues such as antibiotic 
resistance.  Religion should make no difference. 
Antibiotic resistance affects everyone 
regardless of religion. And religion deals with 
other issues outside of science. 
 
The National Science Teachers Association says 
that evolution should be taught all the way from 
K-12 to have well-informed citizens. The world 
is being run by people who have not had enough 
science education. 
 
TIES has been well received by teachers, who 
appreciate the online resources. Chambers 
teaches three-hour teacher workshops to use 
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these resources. The only criticism? The 
workshops need to be longer! 
 
Chambers closed by saying, "It is all about the 
kids." She then took questions from the 
audience. 
 
She expressed concern about "siloed learning.” 
Critical thinking is key. Students ask why they 
have to write complete English sentences in 
science classes. 
 
A person with a degree in math or physics can 
earn more in industry than in teaching. That is 
an ongoing challenge. 
 
Judy Fontana asked about Europe versus US in 
the teaching of science. Chambers explained that 
Europe is more secular, which eliminates 
conflict over evolution. The US expects recent 
education graduates to intern for free. They tend 
not to stay on where they are needed most. 

 
A German woman asked about respect for 
teachers in the US. Chambers noted that her 
school is 40% Asian. Their emails to her begin 
with "Dear and Respected Ms. Chambers…" 
Their families moved here so the kids could get 
a good American education. They have respect 
for education as a concept. 

Meredith asked about the integration of science 
with arts and popular culture. Chambers gave an 
example of project learning: Learn the name of 
one bird that is in your backyard. Figure out 
what kind of birdhouse it would use. Sketch it. 
Build it. Paint it. Imagine how many skills this 
would use? 
 
She would love to see such project-based 
learning all the way through school. The 
challenge is a range of logistical issues, including 
how to grade students. 
 
We are fortunate to have educators like Ms. 
Chambers who are creatively finding new ways 
to educate students as well as teachers. 
 

 
A KY School District Found a Brilliant 

Loophole for the 
 “In God We Trust” Law 

By Hemant Mehta 

(From Friendly Atheist.com, August 14, 2019) 

Kentucky is one of several states caught in the 
hairs of the Project Blitz playbook, which urges 
politicians (especially Republicans in red states) 
to pass legislation promoting various forms of 
Christian Nationalism.  

Last year, evangelist Brandon Reed, a 
Republican who serves in the State House, filed 
House Bill 46, which required public schools to 
post “In God We Trust” signs in every building. 
The bill was signed into law this past March. 

The relevant portion of the new law says this: 

Beginning in the 2019-2020 school year, local 
boards shall require each public elementary 
and secondary school to display the national 
motto of the United States, “In God We Trust,” 
in a prominent location in the school. 

https://www.blitzwatch.org/
https://friendlyatheist.patheos.com/2018/08/21/kentucky-evangelist-files-bill-forcing-schools-to-display-in-god-we-trust/
https://apps.legislature.ky.gov/record/19RS/hb46.html
https://apps.legislature.ky.gov/recorddocuments/bill/19RS/hb46/bill.pdf
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The display required in paragraph (a) of this 
subsection may take the form of but is not 
limited to a mounted plaque or student 
artwork. 

For purposes of this section, “prominent 
location” means a school entryway, cafeteria, or 
common area where students are likely to see 
the national motto. 

One interesting thing about that wording is that, 
unlike some states, there’s no requirement that 
the display be a certain size. As long as students 
can theoretically see the words, schools are 
following the letter of the law.  

Even in Kentucky, though, plenty of 
administrators are aware that the phrase sends 
a message to Muslims and atheists and Jews that 
they’re not welcome here. It’s not their beliefs 
getting this special treatment, after all. Just 
Christian ones. 

That’s why you have to applaud what they did in 
the Fayette County Public Schools (in 
Lexington).  

Instead of, say, painting the Christian phrase in 
gigantic letters in some hallway, the board sent 
each school a framed copy of… the back of a one 
dollar bill.  

Hey, it includes the phrase. 

This is what it looks like in the office of one of 
the schools in the district. (I’m not including the 
name of the school here, but an administrator 
there told me the picture was delivered to them 
by the district and they put it up in the main 
office.) 

While a district official didn’t immediately 
respond to my request for comment regarding 
their thought process, I love how the dollar bill 
subversion allows schools to explain the picture 
however they want.  

“Kids, in our school, you’re always #1!”  

“Kids, work hard so that you can achieve your 
financial dreams!”  

“Kids, your teachers need a raise.” 

What they don’t have to say is the truth: “Kids, 
the Christian majority in our state legislature 
wanted to force Christianity down your throats 
by making sure you saw these words every day.” 

It’s a brilliant move. It’s even better than a 
suggestion that was made (and rejected) in 
South Dakota.  

Now it’s time for other Kentucky districts to 
follow suit. For once, the phrase appearing on 
the currency is a good thing. 

***********************************************
Religion has actually convinced people that 
there's an invisible man -- living in the sky -- who 
watches everything you do, every minute of 
every day. And the invisible man has a special 
list of ten things he does not want you to do.  And 
if you do any of these ten things, he has a special 
place, full of fire and smoke and burning and 
torture and anguish, where he will send you to 
live and suffer and burn and choke and scream 
and cry forever and ever 'til the end of time!  But 
He loves you... and HE NEEDS MONEY! 

---George Carlin  

https://friendlyatheist.patheos.com/2019/05/14/these-students-found-a-perfect-loophole-for-south-dakotas-in-god-we-trust-law/
https://www.askatheists.com/16940
https://www.askatheists.com/16940
https://www.askatheists.com/16940
https://www.askatheists.com/16940
https://www.askatheists.com/16940
https://www.askatheists.com/16940
https://www.askatheists.com/16940
https://www.askatheists.com/16940
https://www.askatheists.com/16940
https://www.askatheists.com/16940
https://www.askatheists.com/16940
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Robot Priests Can Bless You, 
Advise You, and Even Perform 

Your Funeral 
By Sigal Samuel 

(Excerpted from Vox.com, September 9, 2019; 
suggested by Nan Cisney)  

AI religion is upon us. Welcome to the future.  

A new priest named Mindar is holding forth at 
Kodaiji, a 400-year-old Buddhist temple in 
Kyoto, Japan. Like other clergy members, this 
priest can deliver sermons and move around to 
interface with worshippers. But Mindar comes 
with some ... unusual traits. A body made of 
aluminum and silicone, for starters. 

Mindar is a robot. 

Designed to look like Kannon, the Buddhist deity 

of mercy, the $1 million machine is an attempt to 

reignite people’s passion for their faith in a country 

where religious affiliation is on the decline. 

For now, Mindar is not AI-powered. It just 
recites the same preprogrammed sermon about 
the Heart Sutra over and over. But the robot’s 
creators say they plan to give it machine-
learning capabilities that’ll enable it to tailor 
feedback to worshippers’ specific spiritual and 
ethical problems. 

 

“This robot will never die; it will just keep 
updating itself and evolving,” said Tensho Goto, 
the temple’s chief steward. “With AI, we hope it 
will grow in wisdom to help people overcome 
even the most difficult troubles. It’s changing 
Buddhism.” 

…Roboticist Gabriele Trovato designed SanTO to 
offer spiritual succor to elderly people whose 
mobility and social contact may be limited. Next, 
he wants to develop devices for Muslims, though 
it remains to be seen what form those might 
take.  

As more religious communities begin to 
incorporate robotics — in some cases, AI-
powered and in others, not — it stands to 
change how people experience faith. It may also 
alter how we engage in ethical reasoning and 
decision-making, which is a big part of religion.  

For the devout, there’s plenty of positive 
potential here: Robots can get disinterested 
people curious about religion or allow for a 
ritual to be performed when a human priest is 
inaccessible. But robots also pose risks for 
religion — for example, by making it feel too 
mechanized or homogenized or by challenging 
core tenets of theology. On the whole, will the 
emergence of AI religion make us better or 
worse off? The answer depends on how we 
design and deploy it — and on whom you ask… 

Read the rest of the article here: Robot Priests 

https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/mindar-android-buddhist-priest-japan/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/mindar-android-buddhist-priest-japan/index.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/08/22/introducing-mindar-robotic-priest-that-some-are-calling-frankenstein-monster/
https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2019/9/9/20851753/ai-religion-robot-priest-mindar-buddhism-christianity
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Non HSSB Events of Interest 
 
Upcoming Events in California:  
• October 13: California’s 18th Annual 

Freethought Day! This day has speakers, 
entertainment, and an author’s panel with 
Q&A. Featured speakers include Hemant 
Mehta, Monica Miller, and Debbie Goddard.  
Sacramento.  
http://www.freethoughtday.org/ 

• October 20, 7pm: Richard Dawkins in 
Glendale At the Alex Theatre, 216 North 
Brand Blvd. Glendale, CA, Prof. Dawkins will 
be in conversation with Ann Druyan, co-
creator, writer, and producer of 
the Cosmos television series (the first of 
which was in collaboration with her late 
husband Carl Sagan) and creative director 
for NASA’s Voyager Interstellar Message 
Project. 
https://centerforinquiry.org/news/see-
richard-dawkins-live-with-special-guests-
in-boston-phoenix-and-l-a/ 

• October 21: CFI West Grand Opening, 7:30-
9:30 p.m. Los Angeles. 
 https://cfiwest.org/event/grand-opening-
of-the-new-cfi-west/ 
 

Upcoming Events Outside of California: 
 

• October 16-20: CSICon 2019. The Flamingo 
Resort, Las Vegas.  Speakers include Julia 
Sweeney, James Alcock, Susan Gerbic, Mark 
Edward, Ray Hyman, Jen Gunter, and many 
more.  Register at: 
 https://csiconference.org/ 

• October 18-20: Freedom From Religion 
Foundation Annual Convention. Madison WI.  
Speakers include Jeremiah Camara, Trae 
Crowder (the “Liberal Redneck”), Hemant 
Mehta, Andrew Seidel, many others. For 
more information and to register: 
https://ffrf.org/outreach/convention 

  

HSSB Contact Information 
Officers: 

President: Judy Flattery, sbhumanisteditor@gmail.com 
Secretary: Diane Krohn, djkrohn@cox.net 

Treasurer: Neal Faught, nfaught@verizon.net 

 

Board Members at Large:  

Wayne Beckman, David Echols, Mary Wilk, Nan Cisney, 

Clover Brodhead Gowing  

  

Newsletter Editor & Submission Deadline 

Judy Flattery sbhumanisteditor@gmail.com 
Deadline for submissions to the Secular Circular is midnight, 

the last day of each month. 

 
HSSB Speaker meetings are held on the 3rd Saturday of each 
month at 3:00 pm, in the Theater Room at Valle Verde, 900 
Calle De Los Amigos, Santa Barbara. June and December 
social events are held elsewhere. 
 

Speaker Meeting Parking (with free shuttle service 805 679-

3660) is at Veronica Springs Church, 949 Veronica Springs 
Rd., Santa Barbara.  No parking at Valle Verde unless you 
have a handicapped parking placard. 
 
Check our web site: www.SantaBarbaraHumanists.org for 
past issues of SC.  At meetings, a donation of $2 from 
members and $5 from non-members is appreciated. First-
time visitors and students with ID are welcome on a 
complimentary basis.  
 
Annual HSSB membership dues: $36 for a single person, $60 
for a couple, $100 for a Society Supporter, and $300 (or more) 
for a Society Patron. Non-members may subscribe to 
hardcopy of this newsletter for an annual fee of $20. E-mail 
copies provided at no charge. 
 
To join HSSB: Send your contact information and a check for 
your membership dues to HSSB, P.O. Box 30232, Santa 
Barbara, CA 93130, Attn: Mary Wilk. For membership 
information contact Mary Wilk at mwilk@cox.net.  
 
For any information about HSSB, call 805-769-4772. 
Copies of this and past newsletter are posted on the HSSB 
website.  

Like us on Facebook  

 

http://www.freethoughtday.org/
https://centerforinquiry.org/news/see-richard-dawkins-live-with-special-guests-in-boston-phoenix-and-l-a/
https://centerforinquiry.org/news/see-richard-dawkins-live-with-special-guests-in-boston-phoenix-and-l-a/
https://centerforinquiry.org/news/see-richard-dawkins-live-with-special-guests-in-boston-phoenix-and-l-a/
https://cfiwest.org/event/grand-opening-of-the-new-cfi-west/
https://cfiwest.org/event/grand-opening-of-the-new-cfi-west/
https://csiconference.org/
https://ffrf.org/outreach/convention
mailto:djkrohn@cox.net
mailto:nfaught@verizon.net
http://www.santabarbarahumanists.org/
mailto:mwilk@cox.net
http://www.facebook.com/groups/16845096834/
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Humanist Society of 
Santa Barbara 
PO Box 30232 
Santa Barbara, CA 93130 
 

HSSB Calendar 
 

Tuesday October 15: Board Meeting. 5:30 p.m. Home of Mary Wilk.  Members are invited to attend.  
Dinner provided by Nan Cisney. 
Saturday October 19: Monthly Meeting 3:00 pm. Speaker: Dr. Joey Chatelain, A Brief Tour of the Minor 
Bodies in the Solar System.  Location: Valle Verde Theater, 900 Calle De Los Amigos, Santa Barbara. 

Tuesday November 12: Board Meeting. 5:30 p.m. Home of Mary Wilk.  Members are invited to attend.  
Dinner provided by Diane Krohn. 
Saturday November 16: Monthly Meeting 3:00 pm. Speaker: Barbara Greenleaf humorist and author of 
This Old Body: And 99 Other Reasons to Laugh at Life.  Location: Valle Verde Theater, 900 Calle De Los 
Amigos, Santa Barbara. 
Tuesday December 17: Board Meeting. 5:30 p.m. Home of Mary Wilk.  Members are invited to attend.  
Dinner is pot luck.  
Saturday December 21: Winter Solstice Party for HSSB Members and their guests.  Featuring Voices of 
Reason Secular Choir. Location: Mulligan’s Café & Bar, 3500 McCaw Ave, Santa Barbara, CA 93105  


